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Is there a bank branch on the High Street?

so there is no hard and fast rule, but banking hubs will work best if there are at least
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and
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The larger a place is,
the more likely it is that we’ll need to 
recommend a new service. 

How financially vulnerable 
the community is

HERE’S HOW WE DO IT

work out if there is already a bank
   branch on the High Street. 

The first thing we do is (We look at the major bank brands

- find out which we include 

in the list below.)

We know each area is di�erent,

How many
older people live nearby

We therefore look at

It’s not always the ones that shout the loudest. 
This tells us which communities need support the most. 

We’ll check things like

bus timetables

steep hills

major roads

what we see on a computer screen isn’t always enough to know what’s right. 
Because we know

Whether people have 
good digital skills locally 

How close is the nearest bank
– and how easy is it to get to? 

In others, we could recommend

If you think your area needs better access,
We know access to cash is really important to every local community.

you can tell us. 

If we’ve already looked at your area and you think we’ve got it wrong,

you can let us know too. 

And if you think we’ve not handled it right,

you can complain. 

We’ll then
find out 

more about
the area

In most cases, 
there's
no more

for us to do
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But in some cases,

we can recommend a new

ATM or deposit service.

Part of our role is to make sure communities have the right services 
to access cash locally.
 
Whenever a bank decides to close a branch, we assess what that 
community needs, according to rules set by the major banks.  

We apply those same rules whenever someone contacts us about 
their area too.

Those people are more likely to be financially vulnerable, not own a smartphone, and be older than average.

In some cases, we won’t recommend anything. 

Assessing a Community’s Needs

Next we look at who needs cash access and where they live

we come and visit, to make sure we’ve not missed anything!

If we think the community might need support, 

A�er the visit, we’ll decide if additional services are needed
and if they are practical to provide.

stage 1
assessment

stage 2
the four 
factors

following

the visit

stage 3
our visit

Bank Hub Assessment Process

Find out more about the process and the rules we apply below.

Closures we've considered so far  |  Request a review

Bank of Ireland | Bank of Scotland | Barclays | Danske Bank | Halifax | HSBC UK | Lloyds Bank | NatWest | Royal Bank of Scotland | Santander | TSB | Virgin Money
Participating banks

complain.

STAGE 2

https://www.link.co.uk/initiatives/bank-branch-closures/
https://www.link.co.uk/consumers/request-access-to-cash/
https://www.link.co.uk/help/banking-hubs-help/access-to-cash-complaint-form/

